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HIDDEN LAKE HOA MEETING MINUTES 

Zoom, Tuesday 10/12/2021 
 
 
CALLED TO ORDER:    Patrice Luttrell 
 
MINUTES:      MaryBeck Hercules (Caroline Hall absent) 
 
FINANCIAL REPORT:   Tracie Fitzgerald/Charlie Clippinger 
 
MANAGER’S REPORT:   Willie Rich 
 
OLD BUSINESS:     Patrice Luttrell 
 
NEW BUSINESS:    Patrice Luttrell 
 
 

 
PRESENT: Patrice Luttrell, Sabra Strickland, Caroline Hall, Charlie Clippinger, Wylan 
Affolter, Tracie Fitzgerald, Willie Rich, and MaryBeck Hercules. 
 

Meeting called to order by Patrice at 6:15 via Zoom. 
 
MINUTES: Previous board minutes reviewed and accepted without changes. Charlie 
made motion to accept and Caroline 2nd. 
 
FINANCIAL REPORT: Tracie 
Moving forward with small claims court for #66 Fairbanks. 
New owner in #36 Josh Babb. 
#92 needs new member packet.  Form with owner information should be dropped 
off at guardhouse for Tracie by owner. Sale still in process.  
#74 foreclosure.  Purchase was set for 9-7-21. 
Reviewed other information listed in written financial report provided.   
Tracie: HOA was $14,000 in the hole this time last year (budgeted) and are now 
$17,000 in the red for the year. 
Charlie: Notes increased water usage for units #122-125.  Recommended that Willie 
make arrangements to check for leaks.  Charlie will make a letter of notification of 
the need to check and will include Willie’s cell # for the owners to call to set appt. 
Charlie: We need to set a line of credit to pay for the wall stabilization and tree 
cutting, etc. in order to keep the checking acct at $25,000. 
 
Motion to accept the financial report attached to Board meeting paperwork made by 
Charlie, and Sabra seconded.  All agreed.   
 
Tracie left the zoom meeting. 
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MANAGER’S REPORT: Willie Rich 
*AFS may not be finished with the short part of the wall stabilization.  Also a lot of 
stone/rocks were left and spread on the ground behind #89-97.  This causes 
concerning issues including possibly clogging drains, etc.  Also, AFS said they would 
not damage shrubs and they did.  We planned to pull them out (hydrangea shrubs) 
but AFS came early and agreed to do the work without damaging them, then when 
the shrubs were damaged, AFS said they would replace them.  Willie “trenched” the 
stone on the ground due to rain and possible flooding.  There are also sink holes 
developing in 2 places above the wall that need to be addressed.   
*Welding quote to have rails behind #89-97, in front of #50 repaired as well as the 
pool latch, and the grate behind #94 replaced - $2,250. 
*Quote to stripe parking lot – already voted on - $2,000, will be handled later. 
*Recommends not roofing additions when roofs are replaced.  Example: #86 has leak 
in the sunroom and says HOA replaced the roof on the sunroom even though it was 
an owner addition, and expects HOA to fix.  Jose hired a crew to repair inside unit 
and did a bad job.  Dagmar/James hired someone to fix so is HOA responsible? 
*#71 main drain stopped up into unit.  Plumber fixed and tree roots were in pipe.  
Need to dig up pipe to sewer and re-route.  Valley Plumbing quoted $8,000 including 
concrete & asphalt replacement.  Pipe is Orangeburg pipe discontinued in the mid 
70s that is a sealed wood-pulp no-corrode pipe with a 50 year lifespan and was 
installed in the 1970s, so many will be needing to be replaced.  Willie is trying to get 
a quote from Mark.  Willie recommends being careful about having a plumber do a 
small part of the job, but going with a cheaper company to do the big job if we want 
to have someone we can count on later.   
Patrice: A key thing insurance will ask after a claim is made is, “What did you do to 
prevent a future issue from happening?” We need to make a decision about what to 
do about tree roots.   
*Willie indicated that a work order for #118 requested to cut crepe myrtles out front 
due to concern of large roots going into foundation. Willie cut them down then 
walked from #114-125 to see all trees located next to building that may be  risking 
foundation.   Patrice: if owners want trees to stay, they need to sign a waver 
accepting responsibility if they cause foundation or plumbing problems.   
Board needs to look at the trees, have an expert look and make recommendations to 
see if these trees cause concern, and write a letter explaining future potential for 
issues.  Charlie: Trees of Columbus has an arborist that he will call to see if he can 
come look to tell us which trees may be potential problems.  The Board will walk to 
look at trees near buildings.   
*Charlie made a motion to leave the water in the pool and keep chemicals in over the 
winter.  Wylan 2nd.  All agreed.  Willie said that the maintenance on the pool is the 
same if the water stays in whether the pool is open or closed.  Sabra mad a motion to 
keep the pool open with furniture out.  Charlie 2nd.  Wylan opposed and remainder of 
board agreed.  Motion passed.   
*Willie called to ask about a new dumpster (one of ours has a hole) and was told it is 
on the list.  He will follow up in a week or two.   
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Willie left the zoom meeting.  
*Sabra: rent clubhouse during Christmas for $250 Eve and Day and $125 day only.  
Recommends changing vendor gate code in Dec.  Asked if mailbox will be moved to 
clubhouse.  Charlie recommends a survey to ask the owners where they want the 
mailbox.  Sabra: office was moved to clubhouse so may need the mailbox there.  
Charlie opposed.  Charlie will make a survey.   
Sabra: Recommends putting several things in the next Newsletter including: Park 
unused cars in extra lot, leave “visitor” spaces for guests. 
*Charlie: Noticed Willie/Kevin clearing the fence-line on Norris.  This is a green 
barrier to keep Hidden Lake hidden.  He states this is City property and doesn’t want 
anything on the outside of the fence cut down.  Only wants dead limbs, etc removed 
from the fence and trash removed.  Discussion among board members.   
Charlie made motion not to cut/clear outside the fence on Norris Rd.  Wylan 2nd.  
Wylan, Charlie, MB, Caroline agreed.  Sabra and Patrice opposed.  Motion approved. 
 
Adjourned: Charlie made the motion to adjourn, Wylan & Caroline seconded.  All 
agreed.  
 
 
 

 


